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ABSTRACT: With the recent high levels of earthquake activity experienced throughout
New Zealand there is a growing awareness of the need for quick and reliable
determination of whether buildings are safe to work and live in. In parallel, on-going
advances in sensor technology worldwide have resulted in the potential for new and
innovative sensing systems which could change the way that civil infrastructure is
monitored, controlled and maintained. A number of data sets from computational and
laboratory analyses are readily available that provide information on the seismic response
of buildings, but there are a limited number of data sets currently available worldwide
that have building response records from real ground motions.
Following the 21 July 2013, MW 6.5 Cook Strait earthquakes, a number of buildings in
the Wellington Central Business District (CBD) were instrumented with low-cost
accelerometers. During the period from 19 July - 16 August, 2013 there were more than
2500 aftershocks in the magnitude range of 2.0 - 6.6, and these sensor arrays were able to
collect high quality building response data sets. A summary of the data analysis for six
structures that were instrumented during the Cook Strait earthquake sequence are
presented, along with the major challenges and opportunities related to the future
monitoring of existing civil infrastructure.
1 INTRODUCTION
Civil infrastructure such as bridges, buildings, pipelines and dams are a central component necessary
for a functional society, playing an important role in providing safety and security to the community.
Buildings are one element of the built environment that are continually subjected to a combination of
irregular dynamic and static forces. These forces influence the structural integrity and overall
performance of the structure. It has been found that many buildings are undergoing structural decay
due to age, lack of repair, and in some cases because they were not designed for the current loading
demands (Ren & De Roeck, 2002). The need to evaluate the real-time health and performance of
buildings is an area of particular interest to engineers and building owners, especially at this time in
New Zealand following the 2010-2011 Canterbury earthquake sequences and the more recent July
2013 Cook Strait and January 2014 Eketahuna earthquake sequences.
During seismic excitations, the actual response and damage sustained to a building does not always
replicate the designed response. It is a difficult task to determine the actual performance of a building
due to variations arising during construction, the lack of structural drawings for older buildings and the
unknown quality and type of materials used. Currently there are no quick and reliable diagnostic tools
available to determine the in-place integrity of infrastructure and no effective and proven way to
validate the assumed design parameters once construction is complete. Instead, the standard practice to
determine the integrity of a structure involves inspections where highly qualified personnel must
visually inspect the building. Structural damage frequently propagates from within the structure itself,
meaning that indicators of loss of integrity may be hidden from the human eye and consequently go
unseen. Traditional visual inspections are often expensive, time consuming, and result in a subjective
opinion. In combination with visual inspections, the installation of a system of sensors to monitor and
record the in-place performance of a structure has the potential to provide a new, quick and reliable
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inspection method for existing infrastructure.
Damage to a building can be defined as a change in dynamic characteristics of the building (Ren & De
Roeck, 2002). Non-destructive techniques can be used to help determine the performance and detect
damage sustained to a building. There are two different levels of monitoring that can be performed on
a structure, which are categorised at the local and global level. Monitoring at the global level is
associated with understanding the behavioural performance of the whole building, whereas monitoring
at the local level is associated with the behaviour of an individual element inside a building, such as a
concrete beam, and the performance of the materials that constitute that specific element. Nondestructive techniques at the global level involve detecting changes in dynamic characteristics of a
building, which include modal frequencies, mode shapes, modal curvatures and frequency response
functions. Local detection techniques include the use of acoustic emission, ultrasonic and eddy current
scanning and x-ray inspections. The experimental use of local detection techniques were outside the
scope of the reported study, and instead a method for monitoring structures at the global level is
examined.
2 MONITORING EXISTING CIVIL INFRASTRUCTURE
The change in modal parameters of a structure provides an indication of structural damage, and
therefore the accurate determination of natural frequencies, mode shapes, and modal damping is a
necessary and important task in the seismic design of civil engineering structures (Farrar & Worden,
2007). The ability to determine the dynamic behaviour of existing structures will enhance the
reliability of seismic vulnerability analyses, which currently need to rely on estimations via visual
screening and generic values extrapolated from tables (Michel, Guéguen, & Bard, 2008). Research
has shown that vibration-based damage detection techniques are useful for the structural health
monitoring (SHM) of civil engineering structures. There are a number of possible vibration-based
methods that can be used to excite and determine the dynamic characteristics of an existing structure,
which include ambient vibration tests, forced vibration tests, free vibration tests, and earthquake
response measurements (Beskhyroun, Wotherspoon, Ma, & Popli, 2013; Hans, Boutin, Ibraim, &
Roussillon, 2005).
Vibration-based techniques detect damage on the global scale by monitoring any changes in vibration
frequencies (natural frequencies) and spatial distribution of vibration response amplitudes (mode
shapes) (Beskhyroun et al., 2013). Several studies have highlighted associated challenges and
limitations when using vibration-based techniques for detecting damage. A major setback is that
frequency shifts are highly sensitive to changes in temperature and other environmental conditions and
are therefore often insensitive to damage (Salawu, 1997; Yan, Kerschen, De Boe, & Golinval, 2005).
More research is required to fully understand how changing environmental conditions affect the
dynamic characteristics of an existing structure.
The ability to record and analyse data on an actual structure from earthquake response measurements
is a challenge in itself, due to the fact that actual earthquakes of reasonable magnitude are needed to
occur at a close proximity to the structure being tested. One of the key advantages of collecting data
from actual earthquake excitations is that the measured building response is most realistic because the
source of excitation occurs naturally and therefore eliminates the need for many assumptions. The July
2013 Cook Strait aftershock sequences provided a unique opportunity to experimentally examine the
dynamic performance of existing buildings from earthquake response measurements. Once data is
collected, there are a range of different methods available that can be used to analyse and extract
critical modal information. The effectiveness of different methods for determining the dynamic
properties of existing structures subjected to natural excitations was investigated, as reported below.
2.1 Methods used for calculating modal parameters
The methods used to calculate modal parameters included three frequency domain based methods and
one time domain based method. The frequency based methods used are peak picking (PP), frequency
domain decomposition (FDD) and enhanced frequency domain decomposition (EFDD), while the time
domain method is stochastic subspace identification (SSI). Two variations of the SSI method are used
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(referred to later as SSI1 and SSI2), so theoretically five different methods are analysed and compared.
These methods were identified using the System Identification Toolbox (SIT) program developed at
the University of Auckland (Beskhyroun, 2011).
To ensure an adequate correlation of mode shapes generated from the adopted damage identification
methods, the modal assurance criteria (MAC) is used. MAC values corresponding to the ith mode
shapes, ϕi and ϕi*, is defined by Equation 1, where n is the number of elements in the mode shape
vectors (Ewins, 2000).
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A perfect correlation between two mode shapes represents a MAC value of unity, whereas a value
close to zero indicates that the mode shapes are orthogonal. MAC values greater than 0.8 indicate an
adequate correlation.
2.2 Type of sensors used
The installation of a dense array of traditional tethered sensors into a building is restricted by the high
costs associated with wires spanning from each sensor to the central repository unit (Lynch & Loh,
2006). The sensors used in this research each had sufficient power supply and data storage to operate
continuously at a sampling frequency of 40 Hz for approximately three weeks. The sensors were able
to be mounted at any location within the building, as no wiring between the individual sensors was
required. The sensors were able to measure and record accelerations in the x, y and z planes.
3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
The aim of the investigation was to experimentally determine the modal parameters of existing
buildings from earthquake response measurements and to compare the effectiveness of various
methods for interpreting the data.
The opportunity to capture data on the performance of buildings during actual ground motions arose
after the initial MW 6.5 Cook Strait earthquake which occurred on 21 July 2013. Figure 1a shows the
locations of the earthquake epicentres, which were approximately 50 km from Wellington CBD (GNS
Science, 2013). Six buildings located in the Wellington CBD were instrumented during the Cook
Strait aftershock sequence, as shown by the approximate locations in Figure 1b. Sensors were first
installed into four buildings on 24 July, and all sensors were retrieved by 28 November, 2013. A range
of building types were instrumented, including a variety of different construction materials, structural
designs, soil types, number of storeys and age of building. For confidentiality reasons, the first four
instrumented buildings are referred to in this paper as Buildings 1-4. The remaining two buildings, the
Old Public Trust Building (Fig. 2a) and the Saint Mary of the Angels Church (Fig. 2b), were
instrumented on 9 September, 2013.
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(a) Locations of the Cook Strait earthquakes

(b) Relative locations of the instrumented buildings

Figure 1. Locations of the Cook Strait earthquakes and the approximate locations of the instrumented
buildings in the Wellington CBD.

3.1 Results
Each building had a different number of sensors installed ranging from 6 to 32, based on the geometry
and size of the buildings. At least one sensor was installed at ground level to record the earthquake
intensity experienced at each site. The remaining sensors were placed at various levels within the
structure and specifically at the extreme boundaries to help capture the global dynamic characteristics
of each building.
The sensors recorded approximately 540 earthquakes with a magnitude greater than MW 3.0 during the
period from 24 July to 28 November, 2013. The sensors proved to be very sensitive and recorded high
quality data sets with high signal to noise ratios. On average the level of recorded noise was 0.08 m/s2
for each sensor. The maximum recorded peak ground acceleration (PGA) was 0.138 g, which was
generated during the MW 6.64 aftershock on 16 August and resulted in 0.410 g recorded on level 6 of
Building 1. The recorded site PGA values in the NS, EW and vertical directions for selected buildings
is summarised in Table 1.

(a) Old Public Trust Building

(b) Saint Mary of the Angels Church

Figure 2. Images of two buildings that were instrumented.
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Taable 1. Summ
mary of the ma
aximum recoorded event and site PGA values for sellected buildin
ngs.
Magnitudee
at epicentree
(MW)

Distancee to
epicenttre
(km))

P
Max PGA
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S
(g))

Buildding 1

6.64

72.6

0.114
40

0.09922

0.0
0302

Buildding 2

6.64

72.6

0.127
71

0.13384

0.0
0305

Buildding 3

5.39

61.7

0.012
28

0.01125

0.0
0029

Old P
Public Trust Building
B

4.67

43.2

0.012
28

0.00057

0.0
0036

Saintt Mary of Anggels Church

4.33

56.5

0.002
23

0.00014

0.0
0022

Building
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Max PGA
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(g
g)
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pectral densitty function (PSD)
(
for
Figure 3 shows the acceleration
p
PSD
a sensor installed onn level 4 of the Old Publlic Trust buillding during a MW 4.29 eevent. The peak
nds to the first
f
mode fr
frequency in the EW
value att a frequenccy of 2.5 Hzz in Figure 3 correspon
directionn, which wass also determ
mined to be tthe natural frrequency of the structuree. The dampiing value
for the sttructure at thhis frequency
y was evaluaated as 3.5%. The naturall frequency vvalues determ
mined for
other innstrumented buildings can be founnd in Table 2. It was found that earthquake response
measurements recorded from ev
vents greaterr than MW 3.5
3 were efffective in exxciting the fiirst mode
frequenccy of all strructures. Thee determinattion of high
her mode frequencies w
was more difficult to
accurately calculate,, and was on
nly possible to determinee during hig
gh magnitudee events on buildings
that had a dense array of sensors installed.
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Figure 3.. Acceleration
n response an
nd associated
d power specttral density fu
unction for a sensor in thee Old
Public Trust buildingg during a MW 4.29 event.

The maxximum recorrded acceleraations at the llocations of the instrumeented buildinngs were com
mpared to
the curreent code reqquirements by
b using thee site hazard
d spectra eq
quations from
m NZS 1170
0:5:2004.
Table 2 shows a sum
mmary of thee spectral acccelerations, C(T),
C
calculaated using a hazard facto
or of 0.40
and returrn period of 500 years, as
a found in N
NZS 1170 (S
Standards New Zealand T
Technical Co
ommittee,
2004). T
The maximuum recorded
d PGA valuees at the lo
ocations of the
t instrumeented buildin
ngs were
compareed against thhe calculated
d design speectral accelerrations to deetermine whhat percentag
ge of the
design aacceleration was
w evident during the largest recorrded event (right columnn in Table 2).
2 It was
found thhat Building 2 was exciited to the hhighest perceentage of itss design load
ad, which waas 15.5%
during a MW 6.64 evvent.
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Tablee 2. Summaryy of the recorrded PGA at ground levell against the current
c
NZS 1170 code sp
pectral
accelerattion values att the locations of selected buildings.
b
Natural
frrequency
(Hz)

P
Period
(s)

Sub
bsoil
Cla
ass

Buildinng 1

1.8

0.56

D

0.1140

1.1660

9.8

Buildinng 2

1.2

0.83

D

0.1384

0.8992

15.5

Buildinng 3

1.6

0.63

C

0.0128

0.6772

1.9

Old Puublic Trust Buiilding

2.5

0.40

C
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w found thhat the modal amplitudes at the Southhern side weere nearly
three tim
mes larger thhan the mod
dal amplitudees at the No
orthern side, which can bbe shown by the 3D
represenntation of thee first mode shape
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in Figuure 4c. The difference
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the buildding is due to
t the relativ
vely high stiiffness at thee Northern end
e from stru
ructural stren
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2
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Figure 4.. Normalised first translattional mode sshape for the Old Public Trust
T
Buildinng in the EW
direction
n.

The accuuracy of the four system
m identificatiion techniques, PP, FDD
D, EFDD andd SSI, for deeteriming
modal paarameters weere compared using MAC
C values. Daata collected during the M W 4.29 event for the
Old Pubblic Trust buiilding is sho
own as an exxample in Fiigure 5, below. Figure 5aa reveals thaat all five
techniquues returned natural frequ
uency valuess within 0.06
6 Hz, and the high level of accuracy
y between
techniquues is reinforcced in Figuree 5b with all MAC valuees greater than 0.95.
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(aa) Difference in frequency values

(b)
( MAC values showing a strong correlaation

Figure 5. Comparrison of the fo
our system id
dentification techniques fo
or detecting m
modal param
meters.

The dataa collected from
fr
building
gs which hadd a high num
mber of sensors installedd was able to
o produce
additionaal informatioon regarding
g the behaviiour of the building,
b
succh as the accceleration prrofiles of
wall andd diaphragm elements. The profile inn Figure 6 sh
hows the outt-of-plane acccelerations of
o a floor
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ound floor. The
T colours indicate thee level of
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w level of
accelerattion. These acceleration
a
profiles alloow the actual response of an elementt within a bu
uilding to
be monittored to betteer understand how that eelement perfo
ormed during
g extreme looading eventss, such as
in Figurre 6 where the
t high acccelerations nnear the centtre of the diiaphragm inddicate that a flexural
motion ooccurred.
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4 CHA
ALLENGES AND OPPO
ORTUNITIE
ES
Literaturre has shownn that modall parameters are sensitiv
ve to changin
ng environme
mental factorss, such as
temperatture (Salawuu, 1997). Thee exact relattionship of environmenta
e
al factors onn modal paraameters is
largely uundeterminedd and more research is rrequired so that
t
the influ
uence can bee understood
d and the
effects m
mitigated.
The dataa collected frrom instrumeented buildinngs can be ussed to evaluaate how moddal parameterrs behave
over tim
me and durinng different earthquake m
magnitude in
ntensities. The
T collectedd data can be
b further
analysedd to understaand the perfformance of specific elements within
n a structuree, which cou
uld assist
engineerring calculatiions and insp
pections. Byy monitoring
g the responsse of buildinggs over timee, there is
an oppoortunity to evaluate the real time p erformance of the build
ding, and too ideally ind
dicate the
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presence of damage once any occurs.
5 CONCLUSIONS
A method to determine the modal characteristics of existing buildings from natural ground excitations
was reported. The July 2013 Cook Strait aftershock sequences provided a unique opportunity to
instrument existing buildings with sensitive and low-cost sensors to record the structural response. The
data collected from six instrumented buildings in the Wellington CBD was of high quality and enabled
modal characteristics to be determined with a high level of accuracy and confidence. The earthquake
response measurements were effective in determining the fundamental frequencies and mode shapes
of each building, which is traditionally regarded as the most important mode in the seismic design of
engineered structures. The four system identification techniques used were successful in extracting
modal information from the recorded data sets, and the accuracy between each technique was verified
using the modal assurance criteria (MAC).
With the recent high level of earthquakes in New Zealand, there is a growing demand from building
owners to understand the health and extent of possible damage to their buildings. Installing a grid of
sensors that is capable of monitoring and analysing the real-time performance and modal
characteristics of a building is a solution that is accurate, reliable and low-cost.
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